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Your business has needs when it comes to managing
the bio-medical waste streams produced by your
facility. MP1’s MedPro Disposal leads the industry in
compliant medical waste management solutions
that don’t break the bank.

to help your medical practice avoid
fines and non-compliance penalties

Portfolio of medical
waste disposal and
compliance solutions

Medical Waste Disposal

Predictable Flat-
Fee Pricing

Insurance & Title
to Waste

Bundle & Save
Discount

PCI Compliant

MedPro Disposal’s Mail Back Pharmaceutical Waste Disposal Service
makes it safe and easy to adhere to waste disposal requirements. It

keeps potentially dangerous pharmaceuticals out of landfills and
harmful drug residues outside of the water supply.

Pharma Waste Disposal

Once you sign
up, we’ll ship the
supplies to you.

Fill the bucket
with your waste

 Pack it for shipping
and attach the
prepaid return

postage.

We’ll pick it up
and take care

of the rest.

You receive
a new one
right after!

The MP1 Sharps Solution offers a
simple process that’s been refined so
you can quickly mail us your sharps
and receive a replacement container.
With the industry’s leading insurance
policy and trusted A+ BBB rating, you
can be sure to save money and
remain safe and compliant.

MedPro’s red sharps disposal
containers come in several handy
sizes including 2, 5, and 18-gallon
containers. Each leakproof, puncture-
resistant container comes with a
prepaid mail-back shipping box,
reducing waste disposal costs by as
much as 50%.

Sharps Disposal
Our convenient and eco-friendly
destruction services are designed to fit
your needs and help keep you
compliant!

Data Destruction

SAVE TIME

SECURE DESTRUCTION

COMPLIANT WITH FEDERAL
REGULATIONS

888-641-6131

Learn more

With an ever-changing landscape of rules and
regulations, we understand the challenges of
staying compliant. You need a simple, cost-
effective solution that protects your practice,
employees, and patient. 

The MedPro Disposal Solution is an easy-to-
manage, compliance-focused solution that allows
healthcare providers to spend less time worrying
and more time on what matters most, their
patients

MP1: Compliance Solution

MP1 Solution provides one
solution for ALL your primary
compliance needs vs. needing to
work with multiple vendors.

Low-Cost Guarantee – Find a
lower cost for a similar service
anywhere and we will match the
price

Access to 120+ (and growing)
additional training programs
through our compliance portal,
including the latest updates on
COVID-19 in the workplace.

Money-Back Guarantee – If you
are not 100% satisfied with our
program you can cancel anytime
within the first 30 days and get a
full refund – no questions asked!

BENEFITS

The new MP1’s Rx Formulary Manager powered by Bird’s
Eye is the only cloud-based formulary platform that can
instantly filter 82 district data points from any National
Drug Code (NDC). 

In simple terms, the Rx Formulary Manager can quickly
and accurately identify DEA controlled substances, and
hazardous and non-hazardous medications, ensuring
that your practice is always up-to-date and compliant
with federal and state regulations. In addition, it gives
customers access to an easy-to-read medication
summary, including waste classification and disposal
instructions.

 

Rx Formulary Manager

With pre-scheduled services, employees can place
documents to be destroyed in secure receptacles
instead of using slower office shredders that
constantly jam.

Unlike shredders from the office supply store, all
documents are rendered destroyed beyond
repair. You are provided with a certificate of
destruction.

A complete audit trail is provided for all
document shredding and storage services to
remain HIPAA-compliant before, during, and
after destruction.

MedPro Disposal was founded to address a common
complaint across all industries dealing with medical and
bio-hazard wastes: They loved their service but hated the
cost. To combat rising costs in the industry, we created
MedPro Disposal for business owners like you who need
great service to help your business run smoothly, but
don’t think something as simple as waste should cost an
arm and a leg. Let us manage your medical waste so you
can focus on what matters most, your patients.

Healthcare Practices save an
average of $2,500 per year

 

https://www.dea.gov/drug-information/csa

